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ActionContemplation

We need a contemplative mind 
in order to do compassionate action

We do not think ourselves into a new way of living; 

we live ourselves into a new way of thinking
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Reflect:

Where are your chairs right now?

The Three Chairs
Rev Richard Browning



“This afternoon I am going to 
visit my grandmother. Mum says 

she isn’t going to live much 
longer. I want to make sure I 

give her my total attention. This 
when I really need my chairs to 

be in alignment.”

Year 9 student
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When do our 
students need to 
have their chairs 
aligned?



We make ourselves so busy 
[that] we kill something vital in ourselves.
We hope to find 
our safety,
our belonging,
[in] accomplishment. 
[But] our frantic busyness 
makes us deaf.

Wayne Muller



SCHOOL PRINCIPALS STRESSED, 
BULLIED, BASHED AND OVERWORKED, 

NEW FINDINGS SHOW

Bad news.



www.couriermail.com



Nearly 40% report feeling 
stressed or bullied 

compared to an 8% national average

Bad news



The two biggest cause factors were…sheer 
workload and a lack of time 

to focus on teaching and learning

Bad news



www.principalhealth.org



Young Australians are ‘extremely and very 
concerned’ about the following:

Coping with stress (40%)
Study or school problems (37%)

Body image (34%)
Family conflict (23%)

Bad news



www.missionaustralia.org



The average teacher 
will make more than 

1500 educational 
decisions 

every
school 

day.

Bad news



One in three principals turn to regular 
spiritual practice to relieve stress

Good news



We can help our communities thrive

Good news



www.amazon.com



“Your job is to be aware of God's presence 
in the room while we do our jobs.”

Nadia Bolz Weber



God is not distant; but instead, God is 
there in the…middle of it, feeling as 
[crappy] as the rest of us. 

There simply is no knowable answer to 
the question of why there is suffering. But 
there is meaning. 

We want to go to God for answers, but 
sometimes what we get is God's presence.

Nadia Bolz Weber



http://nooma.com/films/005-noise



Silence 
Stillness

Centreing
Meditation

Mindfulness
Contemplation

ALL GOOD



We are bombarded from an early age with 
noise, stimulus and messages to keep busy.

“Unless you become like a little child, you 
cannot enter into the kingdom of heaven.” 

(Matt.18:3)

What about the kids?



Embrace nature and the wonder it holds
Eagerness to be in the world

Sense of wonder and awe
A spark for life

Live in the moment
Heart consciousness

The wisdom of innocence
Simple enjoyment of truth

We can learn from them



Enables and nurtures spiritual 
development

Is experiential
Expands the capacity to share in the Divine

presence within us
Reduces anxiety

Reduces nervous tension
Manages and reduces anxiety and stress

Enhances learning

How do they benefit?



3 chairs
Breathe
The sit

Sense awareness
Lectio divina

Soles for souls

6 tools to take away



We come into the presence of a presence.

Brian McLaren



After centuries of breathing out, we are 
now being asked by the spirit of the time to 
breathe in…the Western tradition has 
practiced the art of breathing out for a long 
time, and we are in desperate need of an in 
breath…but they are buried, lost, or our of 
sight…these are like underground streams 
in our society.

David Tacey
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Walking Meditation is a wonderful 
initiation for beginners into the art of 

Meditation.

It is especially effective for those who find 
it difficult to sit still for long periods of 

time. 

Wander aimlessly without arriving, being 
somewhere rather than going somewhere.

Meditative walking I (Breathe)



Start out walking a little faster than 
normal, and gradually slow down until 

you start to feel artificial or off-balance. 

Speed up just enough to feel comfortable, 
physically and psychologically. 

Begin to allow your breath to fall into the 
rhythm of walking

Meditative walking II (Breathe)



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e9dt3Anp-PQ



3 chairs
Breathe
The sit

Sense awareness
Lectio divina

Soles for souls

6 tools to take away



It is what it is

Sit comfortably

Breathe deeply 

Put any thoughts on the river

The Sit
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Discuss:

How did it feel?

Blockers?

What kind of 
things would 
we need to do to 
introduce it to 
students?
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Sense awareness
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6 tools to take away



What can 

you hear?

you smell?

you feel?

you see?

Sense 
Awareness
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Sense awareness
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What word or phrase 
particularly speaks to you?

(Respond with a word or short phrase)

What in today's world does 
this passage of Scripture 
address?

(Respond with a question)

To what does this passage 
call me? To what does it 
call our group or faith 
community?

(Respond with a question)

Lectio Divina



3 chairs
Breathe
The sit

Sense awareness
Lectio divina

Soles for souls

6 tools to take away



Sit comfortably with the soles of your feet 
on the floor

Lean forward just slightly

Close your eyes if you wish or focus on a 
spot in front of you

Feel the texture of your socks, or 
stockings or the sole of your shoe, the 

curve of your arch and the heels of your 
feet against the back of your shoes.

Keep breathing naturally and keep 
focusing on the souls of your feet – what 

does the sensation feel like?

Also become aware of what you can hear 
around you

Now when you are ready open your eyes 
and become aware of what you can see 

around you

Soles for souls
Image by Normanack



THE BEGINNING
What will you do to look after 
yourself and your colleagues?

How is that different from the past?

What would you like to see?







http://www.theschoolofmeditation.org/sites/default/files/users/protected/Meditation%2
0with%20children%20St%20Anthonys%20Toowoomba%20Session%202.pdf

St. Anthony’s, Townsville



http://www.labyrinthlinkaustralia.org/labyrinth_directory.htm
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@thomasbrennen


